


I am a British internationally selling artist,
published illustrator, award-winning

photographer, storyteller and dive professional. 
 

I’m passionate about exploring our blue planet and
capturing the magic of nature with my creative

skills. I believe when you love something you will
do anything to protect it.

 
I look forward to meeting you and sharing some
unique and once in a lifetime shark diving with

you. 
 

I want this trip to allow you to come with me on
my ocean adventures and hopefully not only

inspire me but also to inspire you. 

About the Artist



"As well as my art being an extension of my soul and serves as a form of personal expression and therapy,
it also gives me a voice for nature. 

It is a powerful medium to communicate my experiences out in the field and also serves as an important
catalyst to connect you, the viewer, with the incredible planet I have fallen in love with. 

Art opens the empathy door, inviting you in to a world you may not have explored or to a place in your
mind you have not investigated. Art helps to provoke feeling and passion, which I believe is the

foundation to taking the first steps into anthropogenic consciousness. 

Once you love something you will do anything to protect it. "

Francesca Page

E X P L O R E  -  C A P T U R E  -  P A I N T  -  P R O T E C T



ABOUT THE PROJECT
Every 60 seconds 200 sharks are lost from our oceans. 200 Sharks is my artist legacy

to dive, photograph, paint and ultimately protect sharks using visual imagery and
storytelling. 

 
I will dive, photograph and paint 200 different types of sharks and rays, raising

awareness about their rich diversity, beauty, and intelligence, breaking down the
stereotype around sharks and turning fear into love. 

 
I have created these 200 Sharks diving trips to help deepen the project whilst
physically bringing you along with me, hopefully inspiring others to love these

incredible creatures, as much as I do. 
 

I make art to connect people to the magic and wonder found below the waves,
allowing people to gain that strong connection from the comfort of the land without
getting their feet wet. But I strongly believe the ultimate connection is to experience

that very magic and wonder for yourself. 
 

So, this is where this incredible trip comes into play, a way to physically bring you into
my world of inspiration and hopefully allow you to experience some of the best shark

diving on the planet. 



I’m incredibly excited to share one of my favourite and most magical diving spots with you in 2022: The Azores. 

When I first visited Azores a few years ago it was love at first sight with the volcanic islands, dramatic black sand and
rugged rocky coastline, the bluest water you will ever come across and well, the magic you can find below the waves
didn’t just steal my heart but was the foundations to the magical energy found in my artwork today. It was my blue
shark encounter in Azores which changed my life and my 200 Sharks project. 

The marine life that can be found in Azores is mind blowing, from once in a lifetime blue shark encounters, to schools of
Mobulas, to giant sting rays, baby eagle ray nurseys, humpback whales, snorkelling with pods of 100’s of dolphins and
that’s just the tip of the ice berg. 

The diving is world class and something you will remember for the rest of your life. I can’t wait to bring you this special
place and to experience some incredible marine life encounters with me. 

 

Why the Azores?



W OR LD  CL AS S D IV ING
Based in one of the best diving areas in
the world, we'll explore many of it's dive

sites, including Princess Alice. 
 

A seamount 48 nautical miles offshore
that sinks down from below 1000m to

30m it attracts a huge number of pelagic
fish like Amberjacks, Barracudas, Bonito’s,
Wahoo’s, Tunas, Mobula rays, Manta rays,

big shoals of fish, marlin, and sharks!! 
 

One of the main reasons to dive here is for
the Mobula ray migration. 

 
Together with other experts onboard we

will give you a real insight into all the
wonderful marine life and the opportunity

to learn about the different species and
how we can help protect them. 

LIVEABOARD A DIVE BOAT
Living aboard the dive boat gives us that
extra special experience, enabling us to

connect with the sea and our surroundings
as we sail freely around the islands. 

 
We will have total flexibility, often the first

to arrive at popular dive spots staying
headed of others giving us time to

concentrate on our diving and
photography at our own pace. 

AWARENESS THROUGH ART
As an internationally selling artist and

published illustrator, expressing myself
and creating awareness through  art, I

wish to share my passion and how I aim
to make such a difference. 

 
Sharing the details of my campaign '200
Sharks' my hope is you too will find ways

in which you can help and protect this
amazing species.  

 

H I G H L I G H T S:



Trip Overview

Dates: 20th August – 27th August 2022 

Places Available: 7 places available staying onboard a

Liveaboard

Dive Certification required for trip: Advance Scuba Diving with

a minimum of 50 logged scuba dives. 

Not included in trip cost: Flights, travel insurance, dive

insurance, gear hire.

The aim of this workshop in The Azores is to capture through

photography the experience of some of the best shark diving on

the planet, deepening our connection to wanting to protect this

incredible species, expanding on the work of the 200 Sharks

project. 

~ Passion ~ Inspiration ~ Sharks ~ Rays ~ Wild places
~ Incredible diving ~ Education ~ Marine biology ~

Conservation ~ Photography workshops ~ Scuba diving 
~ Once in a lifetime encounters~



Full support and advice from Francesca and the crew

All food, soft drinks, tea and coffee (alcohol can be

purchased onboard).

All dives included, with 12L steel tank (DIN or INT) and

weight belt. 

2 to 3 dives a day (weather, sailing conditions and

distances dependent). 

Free WIFI (not available in some places offshore). 

Every guest will get a set of towels (for bath, beach, and

hand towel), and also a set of fresh linen. 

The week is packed full of adventures and whilst living
aboard the dive boat your activities onboard and in the
ocean are all part of the experience.

This will include:

What's included?



During the workshop we will spend 7 nights together
aboard "Water & Wind" a dedicated liveaboard diving
boat, based in the beautiful archipelago of the
Azores.
 
We will share the most amazing experience on this
beautifully equipped Fountaine Pajot sailing
catamaran, which is based on the model Helia 44. 

With a maximum of just eight guests plus crew, this
will be an intimate and adventurous experience. 

The flexibility to go where and when we choose will 
 make this a trip of a lifetime, as we share this epic
experience exploring The Azores. 

Our accommodation



- W13,3m x 7,4m
 - 4 twin suites
- 2 crew rooms
- Equipped kitchen
- Lounge area
- Balcony
- 220 V and 12 V sockets
- Snorkel equipment 
- Swimming ladders
- Compressor and diving gear

More info about our boat









The Photography workshop 
Francesca will be on board the trip giving
presentations, lessons, and advice from her
experience out in the field to help us gain more
experience with underwater photography. 

She will give lessons on how to turn our
photography into a piece of fine art including
composition, editing in lightroom and
photoshop, colour theory and white balance
underwater. 

She will also be there as guidance on the trip
making sure we get that shot and also capture
once in a life time encounters to add to our own
portfolio. 







The price of the trip to The Azores is £3,295

To secure your place on the trip, click on the link
below to make your booking and pay the deposit of

£823.75

 
 

The remainder of the payment will be due in two
installments; the first for half the remaining balance on
the 1st May 2022 and the remainder will be due 90 days

before the trip starts.

 
If you have any questions about the trip please email

travel@inspiredventures.co.uk or message Francesca via
Instagram who will reply over the next few days.

How to book your place

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

Full terms and conditions for booking are available HERE

mailto:%20info@inspiredventures.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/nique_miller/
https://live.tourcms.com/reserve/r1.php?t=422&a=7522&w=14112&ty=t&k=42fdc174897f
https://live.tourcms.com/reserve/r1.php?t=414&a=7522&w=14033&ty=t&k=4f9b07aa5b3a
https://www.inspiredventures.co.uk/booking-terms-and-conditions/


We look forward to hosting
you in The Azores!


